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                                 Organization – INTERPOL (abbreviated as ICPO–INTERPOL; French: Organisation internationale de police criminelle; OIPC), commonly known as Interpol (UK: /ˈɪntərpɒl/...
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                                 Interpol is an American rock band from Manhattan, New York. Formed in 1997, their original line-up consisted of Paul Banks (lead vocals, rhythm guitar)...
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                              Interpol (disambiguation) 

                              
                                 Look up Interpol in Wiktionary, the free dictionary. INTERPOL is the telegraphic address for the International Criminal Police Organization (ICPO), an...
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                              Interpol notice 

                              
                                 An Interpol notice is an international alert circulated by Interpol to communicate information about crimes, criminals, and threats by police in a member...
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                              President of Interpol 

                              
                                 The President of Interpol (French: Président d'Interpol) is the governing head of Interpol. The current president is Ahmed Naser Al-Raisi who was elected...
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                              Interpol discography 

                              
                                 discography of American rock band Interpol consists of seven studio albums, seven extended plays (EPs), and fifteen singles. Interpol was formed in 1997 by New...
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                              Norton Interpol 2 

                              
                                 The Interpol 2 is a Norton motorcycle produced from 1984 to 1989. It has an air-cooled twin rotor 588 cc (35.9 cu in) Wankel engine. Its model name refers...
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                              Christopher Paul Neil 

                              
                                 (nicknamed after the Interpol operation concerning him), is a Canadian child molester. He was the subject of a highly publicized Interpol investigation of...
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                              Interpol Remix 

                              
                                 Interpol Remix is the first remix EP by American rock band Interpol. It consists of four tracks from their second album Antics, each remixed by a member...
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                              El Pintor 

                              
                                 for "the painter"; also an anagram of "Interpol") is the fifth studio album by the American rock band Interpol. It was released through Matador Records...
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                              Interpol (album) 

                              
                                 Interpol is the fourth studio album by the American rock band Interpol, released on September 7, 2010, through Matador Records. The self-produced album...
                              

                              
                Last Update: 2024-03-31T11:49:06Z Word Count : 2580
Synonim Interpol (album) 
                             
                           

                           


                           
              
                              Paul Banks (American musician) 

                              
                                 lead vocalist, rhythm guitarist, and bassist of the American rock band Interpol. He released a solo album called Julian Plenti is... Skyscraper in 2009...
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                              Antics (album) 

                              
                                 Antics is the second studio album by American rock band Interpol, released on September 27, 2004, by Matador Records. Upon its release, the album peaked...
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                              Interpol Travel Document 

                              
                                 An Interpol Travel Document is a travel document issued to Interpol officers for travel to Interpol member countries. They are intended to reduce response...
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                              List of countries and dependencies by number of police officers 

                              
                                 Internet / Home – INTERPOL". Retrieved 18 November 2012.[dead link] "Bahamas / Americas / Member countries / Internet / Home – INTERPOL". Archived from...
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                              The Other Side of Make-Believe 

                              
                                 Side of Make-Believe is the seventh studio album by American rock band Interpol, released on July 15, 2022, through Matador Records. Produced by Mark "Flood"...
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Synonim The Other Side of Make-Believe 
                             
                           

                           


                           
              
                              Interpol Investigates 

                              
                                 Interpol Investigates is an American docudrama television series which aired on National Geographic Channel. The program follows Interpol as its members...
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                              Lift (2024 film) 

                              
                                 decides to celebrate with the team after being promised a cut of the money. Interpol agent Abby Gladwell, a former fling of Cyrus, uncovers evidence implicating...
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                              Marauder (Interpol album) 

                              
                                 Marauder is the sixth studio album by American rock band Interpol. It was released on August 24, 2018, by Matador Records. The album was produced by Dave...
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                              Operation Blackwrist 

                              
                                 Operation Blackwrist was Launched in 2017 by Interpol investigators in Asia. Allegedly, the operation was named after a bracelet worn by one of the offenders...
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The International Criminal Police Organization – INTERPOL (abbreviated as ICPO–INTERPOL; French: Organisation internationale de police criminelle; OIPC), commonly known as Interpol (UK:  IN-tər-pol, US:  -pohl; stylised in allcaps), is an international organization that facilitates worldwide police cooperation and crime control. It is the world's largest international police organization. It is headquartered in Lyon, France, with seven regional bureaus worldwide, and a National Central Bureau in all 196 member states.The organization today known as Interpol was founded on 7 September 1923 at the close of a five-day 1923 International Police Congress in Vienna as the International Criminal Police Commission (ICPC); it adopted many of its current duties throughout the 1930s. After coming under Nazi control in 1938, the agency had its headquarters in the same building as the Gestapo. It was effectively stagnant until the end of World War II. In 1956, the ICPC adopted a new constitution and the name Interpol, derived from its telegraphic address used since 1946.Interpol provides investigative support, expertise and training to law enforcement worldwide, focusing on three major areas of transnational crime: terrorism, cybercrime and organized crime. Its broad mandate covers virtually every kind of crime, including crimes against humanity, child pornography, drug trafficking and production, political corruption, intellectual property infringement, as well as white-collar crime. The agency also facilitates cooperation among national law enforcement institutions through criminal databases and communications networks. Contrary to popular belief, Interpol is itself not a law enforcement agency.
Interpol has an annual budget of €142 million ($155 million), most of which comes from annual contributions by member police forces in 181 countries. It is governed by a General Assembly composed of all member countries, which elects the executive committee and the President (currently Ahmed Naser Al-Raisi of the United Arab Emirates) to supervise and implement Interpol's policies and administration. Day-to-day operations are carried out by the General Secretariat, comprising around 1,000 personnel from over 100 countries, including both police and civilians. The Secretariat is led by the Secretary-General, currently Jürgen Stock, the former deputy head of Germany's Federal Criminal Police Office.
Pursuant to its charter, Interpol seeks to remain politically neutral in fulfilling its mandate, and is thus barred from interventions or activities that are political, military, religious, or racial in nature and from involving itself in disputes over such matters. The agency operates in four languages: Arabic, English, French and Spanish.
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